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 Schedule of Services and Fees

Custom Luxury Itinerary Preparation (Land Only)                         $350-$750/trip
The travel planning process begins with your Travel Like A Diva travel advisor listening to you and understanding your 
travel objectives. As your advisor learns and understands your travel style, preferences and passions, you will collaborate 
on your trip. Based on your collaboration, your advisor will design your trip itinerary and handle all of the logistics. Our 
vast network of travel industry relationships will be utilized while designing your travel. Travel Like A Diva is available to 
you before, during and after your travels. After you have traveled, your advisor will be in touch with you to hear how you 
enjoyed your trip and apply what is learned from your feedback to future trips.  The planning fee covers up to 4 hours of 
travel planning and up to 2 itinerary revisions.  Additional hours will be billed at $150 per hour during business hours and 
$250 per hour on weekends, after-hours and during holidays.

Itinerary Validation Service                                                                                              $350/itinerary
This service is for those clients that love to spend hours researching and reading reviews to create their own itinerary.  
After discussing your travel goals, your advisor will review your itinerary and make recommendations based on his or her 
travel industry knowledge and expertise.  The recommendations will be tailored to you and may include recommendations 
to avoid crowds, improve your touring experience, and accommodations that add additional value.  Once the itinerary is 
validated and you have approved any revisions, you travel advisor will handle securing the bookings.  Itinerary validation 
usually takes approximately 1-2 weeks.

Luxury Hotel Booking Service                                                                                           $75/hotel stay
Based on a destination and dates provided by the client, Travel Like A Diva will begin by researching the available offers 
from our preferred partner hotels. After reviewing any available offers from preferred partner hotels, Travel Like A Diva 
works directly with hotel management to secure our clients the best available rates, amenities and VIP status.  We don't 
bargain shop - but we do work to make sure that our clients get a great value out of their luxury hotel stay.

Airline Award Booking Service                                                                                          $300/RT ticket
Travel Like A Diva will search for award space that can be booked with the client’s available frequent flyer miles and/or 
credit card points. Depending on availability, the travelers will be provided with available options for their departure and 
return flights, as well as any associated fees or surcharges that will be charged by the airline.  Clients must have at least 
500K credit card award points or airline frequent flyer miles available to use this service. Airfare award booking is only 
available in conjunction with a travel itinerary or cruise booking.  

Cruise Management                                                                                                             $50/passenger
Travel Like A Diva provides assistance with cruise selection, cabin assignment, dining selections, as well as pre/post 
cruise planning and shore excursion bookings.

Airfare Ticketing                                                                                                                           $75/ticket
Airline tickets purchased through Travel Like A Diva are monitored in the GDS for schedule changes, weather issues and 
other scenarios that may affect ticketing.  Airfare ticketing is only available in conjunction with a hotel booking, travel 
itinerary or cruise booking.  

Travel Modification Fee  $100/modification/passenger

Trip Cancellation Fee  $250/passenger
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